The Energy of Life-1 04.03.2016,
Vajnorská 21, Bratislava
During the conference you will be able to measure the aura by kirlijan’s method by Janez Pelka, SLO,
who dedicated over 15 years to helping people. You can register at registration desk. Special
conference price of € 15 / person.
Note: aura photography is only possible if you have short nails
During the conference will be available books from the speakers, new book from Dr. Semir
Osmanagich in Czech, water from the tunnel Ravne, CDs Bratislava Boys Choir and others.
S Ing. Jaroslav Ruzicka, you will be able to try the Pyramid detection on the models of pyramids and
learn practical tips.
During the conference, a fundraising campaign will be launched to support NGO Naša svetelná and
the project „Even Slovakia has a pyramids“. Thank you for your support!

Friday, 01/04/2016
18.00 mandatory registration (all participants will receive detailed program and important
information)
19.00 opening ceremony
19.20 lecture of Valery Uvarov RUS - Pyramids and their role in the evolution of civilization
22:00 closing of the day

Saturday, 04/02/2016 - Day dedicated to the Bosnian pyramids.
Throughout the day will take place the presentations of Bosnia and Herzegovina, not only in the
pyramids Visoko. You can taste the baked goodies domestic and Bosnian housewifes. Guests of the
day will be our guide from the tunnel Ravne, Nesib Setai and the manager Ajdin Ahmetspahic.
8.30 Registration
9.00 Klaus Dona, AUT - Artifacts proving the presence of alien civilizations on planet Earth
9.30 Dr. Semir Osmanagich, BiH - Bosnia and Herzegovina - Valley of the pyramids Visoko
11.00 Break
11.30 Janez Pelko, SLO - Six years of experience in photographing auras in Visoko
12.30 Lunch break
13.45 Martina Turiničová, SVK- Transformation effects energy in tunnels beneath the pyramids Ravne
14.30 Dr. Semir Osmanagich, BiH - Healing energy Bosnian pyramids

16.15 Break
16,30 Prof. Peter Stanek, SVK - Technological, social and natural break-point in current society
(Architecture of the future)
17.30 Break – leaving lecture halls for concert setup
18.30 Concert of Bratislava Boys Choir
19,00 Book Launch Pyramid of the world and Bosnian valley of pyramids in Czech by Semir
Osmanagich + autographs
19.30 Break
19.45 Discussion with the speakers, questions from the audience
21.00 closing of the day

Sunday, 03/04/2016 - Day dedicated to the Slovak and Czech Pyramids
Whole day we will be devoted to Pyramids in Slovakia. How to search for them will be shown to us by
Ing. Jaroslav Ruzicka. Fundraising charitable program will take place to support the project "Even
Slovakia has pyramids ".
8.00 bus departure Vajnorská 21 to the Devin castle
8.30 to 9.30 solemn ceremony at the castle Devin, sacred place Slovaks, greetings to Slovakia and
Europe
9.45 Departue by bus from Devin to Bratislava, Vajnorská 21
10.30 registration
10.45 Martina Turiničová – Even Slovakia has pyramids
11.00 Mgr. et Mgr. Hana Sar Blochová, CZ - Extinct advanced civilizations in Czech Republic
12,30 Ing. Jaroslav Ruzicka, CZ – A history written by stone
13.45 Lunch break
14.45 Valery Uvarov, RUS - medicinal and spiritual energy pyramids
17.30 Closing ceremony
18.00 Ending

Any changes within the schedule will be announced by the organizers.

